
PLAY-TO-OWN GAMING



—RICHARD GARFIELD, CREATOR OF MAGIC: THE 
GATHERING

There is of course no game without a metagame“ ”



Same rules.
Different experience.
The experience of roleplaying with a 
group of story oriented players and 
playing with some goal oriented power 
gamers is entirely different, even 
though the underlying rules being 
played with may be the same.

“

”



BRYCE HARPER, NATIONALS 
Sold at ~$7.3K USD 

CLAYTON KERSHAW, DODGERS 
Sold at ~$3.5K USD 

JOSE BRICENO, ANGELS 
Sold at ~$2.2K USD 



HAYATO  
Sold at ~$11K USD 

PROXIMA SPACE STATION  
Sold at ~$54K USD 

SIGMA BATTLE CRUISER  
Sold at ~$25K USD 



SOLD AT 68TH  
(USD ~18.5K) 

SOLD AT 62 ETH  
(USD ~18K)

SOLD AT 61 ETH  
(USD ~17.8K) 

SOLD AT 61TH  
(USD ~17.7K) 

SOLD AT 61TH  
(USD ~17.7K) 

Saw almost $1MM in transaction volume in six weeks 
Sold five teams for over $17,000 USD each 
Sold our 2018 Trophy Zero for over $19,000 

Facilitated a total of 12,150 transactions 
Saw 168,000 total games played in 3 weeks 
Sold a single player for almost $6,000

In the first six weeks of our initial 2018 launch, MLB Champions:



Open Sea



Real ownership.
Buying a painting for 
$1,000,000 doesn’t make 
you $1,000,000 poorer.



Owning vs Renting



Blockchain gaming examples

Collecting Games Collecting Games
WITH COMPETITION

Collectibles



Play to Own gaming is 
not all about browser 
games using 
Metamask



Much of gaming is about 
economies

Exploring

Mining

Refining

Crafting

Exploring

Battling

CSC Game Loop



Game economies

Command 

Economy

Free-Market 

Economy

vs



Decentralization can 
augment many 
traditional games
The Internet augmented 
many games and is now a 

key feature in many games

TamagotchiDoom Death Match



Gaming will be the 
first mass-market 
consumer use for 
Ethereum

Play-to-own can be a feature People play lots of different 
games

Gamers are a highly 
experimental



Gaming will be the 
first mass-market 
consumer use for 
Ethereum

Gaming is highly social. Money in gaming is nothing 
new

"World of Warcraft creators 
released an update that 
modified the young Vitalik’s 
cherished warlock’s Siphon 
Life spell in 2010.“ -Forbes



Digital ownership  
changes the
metagame. 


